AN2246 describes PSoC® 1, a high speed, high-resolution PWM source that overcomes traditional PWM source limitations in output signal frequency and resolution.
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Introduction

Pulse width modulation (PWM) control is widely used in modern switch mode power supplies and regulators, battery chargers, motor drivers, various digital-to-analog converters, automatic control systems and high-efficiency class-D amplifiers. Nowadays, most electronic systems contain at least one PWM source.

Progress in semiconductor technology reduces the load control transistors' (MOSFET, IGBT, or even classic bipolar) switch time and dynamic losses, allowing converter switches to have higher control frequencies. There are various benefits from this for inductors and filter capacitors including value, dimension, and weight and cost reduction. Using smaller inductors and capacitors reduces energy loss, increases regulator effectiveness and widens the device operation temperature range by using high Q-factor ceramic capacitors instead of bulky electrolytic ones.

The PSoC® device is able to create the PWM signals for these applications with a resolution of up to 32 bits and a clock source up to 48 MHz. There are two main ways to build a digital PWM generator with PSoC:

- Use a counter followed by a programmable threshold comparator
- Use a pseudo-random generator and threshold comparator

Related Application Notes: AN2041
The first approach is a classic approach. The fixed-period down counter is stimulated by a clock source. The output comparator compares the counter content with a preset threshold value and sets the high level on the output when the counter is less (or less than and equal, depending upon the selected comparator mode) than the threshold. Using this approach, the PWM source duty cycle can be evaluated by the following formula:

\[ D_i = \frac{T_p + \partial}{T_p} \cdot \partial = 0..1 \]  
Equation 1

- \( T_p \) - Counter period, which is equal to the increase by one counter period register value
- \( T_{th} \) - Comparator threshold value
- \( \partial \) - Constant, which is determined by selected comparator mode (Compare less or Compare less or equal)

Output signal frequency \( F_{out} \) is determined by the PWM clock frequency \( F_{clk} \) and the counter Period register content:

\[ F_{out} = \frac{F_{clk}}{T_p} \]  
Equation 2

The duty cycle step \( \Delta D_i \), or PWM resolution, is determined by the distinct nature of counter/threshold comparator operation and is defined by the counter period:

\[ \Delta D_i = \frac{1}{T_p} \]  
Equation 3

By combining equations (2) and (3), the following equation between \( \Delta D_i \), \( F_{clk} \) and \( F_{out} \) is obtained:

\[ F_{out} = \Delta D_i \cdot F_{clk} \]  
Equation 4

Therefore, getting a smaller duty cycle step proportionally reduces the PWM output frequency. At a maximum clock rate of 48 MHz and a duty cycle step of 0.5%, we only get 240 kHz of output frequency, which is insufficient for most end applications.

The second approach for PWM signal generation uses a pseudo random generator (PRS), which produces the periodic pseudo random bit sequence with maximum period of \( T_p = 2^N - 1 \) of clock periods, where \( N \) is the length of the Shift register. (In PSoC, \( N \) is a multiple of 8.) When this bit sequence is separated by bytes, the bytes are uniformly distributed on a \( 1..2^{N-1} \) interval. While these values are compared with a preset threshold, the probability that the generated value is less than this compare value is directly proportional to the threshold. In other words, the number of Shift register clock periods, where the Shift register value is smaller than the compare threshold, is directly proportional to this value at the pseudo random sequence repeat period. Therefore, the equivalent duty cycle ratio is directly proportional to the compare value.

Note: The PRS PWM output signal consists of variable width pulses with spaces in between. The maximum length of a one’s and zero’s sequence can be modeled for a particular PRS pole and compare values. The PRS signal can be considered as a periodic signal with a wide frequency range, including frequencies starting at \( F_{clk} / (2^N - 1) \). The effective duty cycle resolution of a PRS PWM can be evaluated by the same formula as for the counter-based PWM source, Equation (3), due to the distinct nature of operation and compare value setting.

One of the well-designed ways for forming the variable duty cycle signals lies in using the PSoC’s analog sigma delta modulator.

The modulator provides a synchronous output bit stream where the relation between numbers of output cycles when the modulator output is positive to the total number of produced bits is directly proportional to the input signal level in steady mode. Therefore, the effective duty cycle is clearly relative to the input signal level. Pulses from a sigma delta modulator consist of one or more one bits separated by one or more zero bits. In other words, the sigma delta modulator can be considered a synchronous pulse-frequency-width modulator. The output stream uniformly receives ones and zeros, giving a low ripple analog signal of the modulator bit stream in the analog filter.

A sigma delta modulator duty cycle resolution is limited by noise and input voltage source resolution. You can reduce unwanted noise by using a higher resolution. However, higher resolution can only be obtained on longer integration intervals. PSoC sigma delta modulators are able to work up to a 2-MHz internal clock frequency. For example, you can form a modulator input signal by using the switched capacitor DAC.

Therefore, none of the previously described methods are directly suitable for forming the high frequency, high-resolution PWM signal.
A Solution

One simple way to build a high resolution PWM is by interlacing two PWM signals with different duty cycles to produce the PWM signal with an intermediately effective duty cycle. Suppose, we have two PWM sources with the same period register \( T_{\text{PWM}} \) but different compare values, \( T_{\text{a1}} \) and \( T_{\text{a2}} \). The effective duty cycle for these PWM sources is:

\[
D_{\text{a1}} = \frac{T_{\text{a1}}}{T_p}; \quad D_{\text{a2}} = \frac{T_{\text{a1}} + 1}{T_p}
\]

Equation 5

The signals from these PWM are multiplexed by a third control signal with duty cycle \( D_{\text{c}} \) in such a way that the first PWM source drives output when the control signal is low and the second PWM passes to the output in the opposite case. The effective duty cycle of this interlaced PWM signal can be evaluated in the following way:

\[
D_{\text{eff}} = \left(1 - D_{\text{c}}\right) D_{\text{a1}} + D_{\text{c}} D_{\text{a2}}
\]

Equation 6

By varying \( D_{\text{c}} \) between \( 0 \) and \( 1 \), we can scan between \( D_{\text{a1}} \) and \( D_{\text{a2}} \), or separate the \( D_{\text{c}} - D_{\text{c}} \) duty cycle for multiple pieces according to the duty cycle resolution of \( D_{\text{c}} \). \( D_{\text{c}} \) can accept \( T_{\text{m}} \) as a possible "quantum," or be expressed as:

\[
D_{\text{c}} = \frac{T_{\text{a1}}}{T_{\text{m}}}
\]

Equation 7

\( T_{\text{a1}} \) is the variable that determines the duty cycle control signal. For example, if a conventional PWM is used, \( T_{\text{a1}} \) is the compare value and \( T_{\text{m}} \) is the PWM period.

By substituting Equations (5) and (7) into Equation (6), we get:

\[
D_{\text{eff}} = \frac{1}{T_p} \left( T_{\text{a1}} + \frac{T_{\text{a1}}}{T_{\text{m}}} \right)
\]

Equation 8

Therefore, one \( T_{\text{a1}} \) "quantum" is cut into multiple pieces according to the value of \( T_{\text{m}} \). To apply Equation (8), we need to develop a simple rule on how to calculate \( T_{\text{a1}} \) and \( T_{\text{a3}} \) for any given \( D_{\text{eff}} \). The following rule is recommended:

1. Select \( T_p \) and \( T_m \) according to the demanded output frequency and resolution. The effective duty cycle minimum step is from Equation (8) as \( \left( \frac{T_p \cdot T_m}{T_{\text{m}}} \right)^{-1} \).

2. Scale \( D_{\text{eff}} \) by multiplying \( D_{\text{eff}} \) by \( T_p \). Take the integer from this product. It forms \( T_{\text{a1}} \).

3. Take the fractional part obtained in the product of step 2 and multiply by \( T_m \). Leave the integer part of the result. It gives \( T_{\text{a3}} \).

It is advised to select \( T_p \) and \( T_m \) as powers of two. In this case, the values for \( T_{\text{a1}} \) and \( T_{\text{a3}} \) can be obtained by using the binary shift operation when the duty cycle is represented as two integer type variables and 100% duty cycle corresponds to the maximum value, which is the power of two as well. Suppose we select \( T_p = 64 \) and \( T_m = 256 \) to produce a 14-bit PWM source resolution.

The 8 least significant bits are used to set the source duty cycle and the 6 most significant bits determine the counter’s duty cycle.

Note To eliminate any glitches, the control signal should be synchronized to the PWM source signal. This can be achieved by using PSoC’s counter Terminal Counter output as the control generator clock source. The following sources can be used in the control signal generator:

- Conventional PWM generator
- PRS PWM source
- Sigma delta modulator with reference DAC

The conventional PWM source, built around the timer/counter, continually produces a one’s sequence followed by a zero’s sequence within the PWM generator period interval. When this signal is used to alternate between two PWM sources, the higher level of filtered-signal ripples can be achieved because one generator can be turned on for a relatively long time. The PRS PWM and sigma delta modulators better distribute zeros and ones in the output bit stream and reduce the level of ripples when the signal that is produced is filtered. Therefore, the last two signal source types are recommended.
A Practical Example

We now demonstrate how to build the high-resolution, high-speed PWM generator using PRS PWM or conventional PWM source as the control signal to alternate between the two duty cycle PWM sources. This example demonstrates how to control the 14-bit, 375-kHz PWM source. The single counter-based PWM source at this resolution is able to operate only at 3 kHz or 120 times less! This source can be used in the low-cost audio DAC or switched-regulator controller. You can easily increase the output frequency to several MHz with a corresponding resolution reduction. For example, you can create a 12-bit PWM with an output frequency of 1.5 or 3 MHz, depending on which clock rate (24 or 48 MHz) is used for the PWM source. Simply reduce the PWM counter periods.

The generator flowchart is illustrated in Figure 1.

There are two counters with the same period and compare values. To shift by one clock period pulse width, the compare mode is set to “Less than” for PWM1 and “Less than or Equal” for PWM2. This combination gets the duty cycle from PWM1 to start from zero and the duty cycle for PWM2 to reach 100%, as required for the application. The counters need to be clocked by the same source; the SysCLK clock is sent directly by setting the counter synchronization settings to “Use SysCLK direct.” To eliminate any glitches in the output signal, the counters should start together. To achieve this, they are enabled at the same time by asserting “Enable” input using one look-up-table (LUT) in the user firmware.

The PWM terminal count signal is used to clock the PRS PWM that produces the synchronous operation of all three digital modules. PSR PWM compare mode is set to “Less than or Equal.” If the conventional PWM is used as control source, the compare mode is set to “Less than.” You can evaluate two different methods of the controlling multiplexer by rerouting PRS PWM or the counter PWM output signal to Row_0_Output_1 bus.

The 2-to-1 multiplexer is created using three LUTs, two with the AND function and one OR. The multiplexer is controlled by a signal provided by the PRS PWM or the counter PWM source from Row_0_Output_1 bus. The digital buffer helps route signals inside the PSoC device without using the external connections. If you want to save one digital block, you can make a wired-OR using open drain high drive mode and one external pull-down, low-resistance resistor. Using the internal pull-down resistors is not recommended due to a long rising time. Note that if you want to modify the signal routing, it is imperative to balance the propagation delay in the two PWM channels by properly routing and synchronizing output signals. I made the mistake of passing one signal via a digital buffer and the other directly to the output LUT, which produced duty cycle transfer characteristic drops as large as 3 LSB! Please do not repeat this mistake!

Figure 2 shows the placement of the digital modules inside PSoC.
Firmware

The firmware is very straightforward. The initialization routine reads the PWM configuration and starts the user modules. There is a common code to control the PSR PWM or the counter-based PWM; you need to leave only one control source in the end application:


```c
void PRSPWM_Start(void)
{
    LoadConfig_PRSPWM();
    BUF_Start();
    PRS8_WriteSeed(0x01);
    PRS8_WritePolynomial(0xB8);
    PRS8_Start();
    PRS8_SEED_REG = 0x00;
    PWM_WritePeriod(0xff);
    PWM_WritePulseWidth(0);
    PWM8_A_WritePeriod(MAIN_PWM_PERIOD);
    PWM8_A_WritePulseWidth(0);
    PWM8_A_Start();
    PWM8_B_WritePeriod(MAIN_PWM_PERIOD);
    PWM8_B_WritePulseWidth(0);
    PWM8_B_Start();
    RDI0LT1 |= 0xF0;
}
```

You can adapt the proposed source for a different resolution and output frequency by changing the define directives:

Code 2. Define Directives

```c
#define MAIN_PWM_RES_BITS 6
#define PRS_PWM_RES_BITS 8
```

First, determine the resolution of the counter-based PWM. For example, if you want to build a 12-bit PWM, you can decrease the resolution of the counter-based PWM to 4. Second, determine the interlacing source resolution.
The routine that calculates and sets the duty cycle values is straightforward, as well:

**Code 3. Calculate and Set Duty Cycle Values**

```c
void PRSPWM_WritePulseWidth(WORD dur)
{
    WORD tmp = (dur >> PRS_PWM_RES_BITS);
    BYTE pw = tmp;

    PWM8_A_WritePulseWidth(pw);
    PWM8_B_WritePulseWidth(pw);

    PRS8_SEED_REG = dur;
    PWM_WritePulseWidth(dur);
}
```

**Experimental Testing**

The example project is built and tested. The transfer function linearity was analyzed by measuring the filtered voltage output for different input codes. Figure 3 shows the fragments of the PWM generator transfer function, especially in the interesting “glue regions” when different duty cycle values are loaded into the two high-frequency PWM generators. As can be easily seen in the graph, when the counter-based PWM is used as an interfacing source signal, the characteristic is linear the entire range of code.

A different situation occurs when the PRS PWM is used as an interlace source signal. When the sequence-repeat period is $2^8 - 1 = 255$, not 256, there is a duty cycle error, which is linearly proportional to the PRS PWM compare value. This error reaches the maximum in 1 LSB at the maximum PRS PWM compare value, and jumps to zero when the PRS compare value is zeroed. The maximum error in 1 LSB is no problem for most applications and provides much more uniform mixing of PWM sources by the PRS generator.

**Figure 3. The Generator Transfer Characteristic Fragments**

![Graph showing the generator transfer characteristic fragments](image)

Here are several scope screenshots to demonstrate the source output waveforms for different duty cycles for both the PRS PWM and the conventional PWM control signals. As can be easily seen in Figure 4, the PRS PWM provides uniform pulse distribution at low duty cycles.
Special Applications

The interpolating PWM source can be adapted for special applications. Let’s describe generator operation at very low duty cycles. In this mode, the first PWM source does not produce any pulses and the second PWM produces single clock pulses. Duty cycle modulation is done by varying the number of second generator pulses passed within the control signal generator-repeat period. Therefore, the source operates as a pulse frequency modulator (PFM), which generates fixed width pulses with variable frequency. With increasing duty cycle, the generator automatically switches to a pulse width modulation scheme. This mode is useful for high-efficiency DC-DC converters, such as, battery-powered devices that are in idle mode. These DC-DC converters should be kept high at low load currents.

The proposed PWM source can be simplified to operate only as the spread-spectrum PFM source. This can be used with step-down DC-DC converters when the input voltage is many times higher than the output. A typical application is a truck alarm system that operates with a 24 V battery and uses 3.3 V for a microprocessor. This can be used in modern vehicles with a supply voltage of 42 V. The regulator duty cycle is very low and the PFM is more efficient than the conventional PWM, therefore, most of the energy dissipation is carried by dynamic losses during transistor switching. Only one PWM counter source can be used and one PRS PWM or sigma delta modulator gates the PWM counter output. Figure 5 shows the flowchart of this modulator.

Note By applying external voltage to the sigma delta modulator input, you can completely build a hardware-switching power supply that does not need any CPU influence upon runtime. The PSoC device possibilities are unlimited!
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Summary

This application note describes PSoC ® 1, a high speed, high-resolution PWM source that overcomes traditional PWM source limitations in output signal frequency and resolution.
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